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Logline
A wedding videographer befuddled by artistic ambitions and his sensible partner take a gig from an experimental artist. 
Once the artist begins an unexpected masochist ritual, the comrades are tested unsure of where to draw the line.

Synopsis
The Act is a 9 minute narrative short exploring the unusual interaction of 3 people with lack of self-ownership. The story 
leads us towards an inevitable and dramatic result led by the characters desperate pursuit of self. Robbie and Peter kick off 
this journey as 2 wedding videographers, one of which is trying to move on into a more artistic line of work. Soon 
enough we realize that Peter’s and Robbie’s values are a little on edge and tension accompanies their character 
interactions. This is only worsened by the arrival of Oliver who through his performance manages to trigger a clash 
between the two friends. As things come to a conclusion two of the characters have find their resolution and one of them 
is left stranded in the middle of the act unsure of what’s to come.



Cast

ROBBIE (Videographer): Alex Johnson is Chicago born but has called LA home for the past 
7 years. Originally moving to pursue a career in dance and choreography, Alex found that he couldn’t run 
away from his desire to become an actor. Working with John Legend on the Pampers Stinky Booty 2.0 
Commercial definitely sticks out as a proud moment along with dancing for Cedric The Entertainer, 
Anderson Paak, and appearing in a Truth Ad and a Children’s Institute PSA. To add to the acting and dancing, 
Alex takes on a true artist persona as musical artist, Alejandro.

OLIVER (Performance artist): Chad Marks is a Film & Theatre actor that fist explored the 
performing arts in his hometown at Minnesota. In 2019, he received a full scholarship to the University of 
California San Diego where he currently studies Theatre. In summer 2020, he received a second scholarship 
award researching the therapeutic benefits of Dramatic Arts. Currently working in short narrative work Chad 
hopes to finish his education a launch his career as an actor in Los Angeles, CA.

PETER (Videographer): Tezz Yancey studied Musical Theater and Music at The Boston 
Conservatory and Berkeley College of music. Stage and screen credits includes Andrew Lloyd Webber’s 
Starlight Express, Five guys named Moe, VEGAS! The show, Weird Romance, Doubletyme with Gregory 
Hines and Savion Glover, DISNEY’S “Mere et Fille” (Film), SHOWTIME’S “Dice” (TV), and Soul Desire, his 
original musical act that headlined at New York-New York Hotel on the Las Vegas strip. Tezz provided the 
music score for the independent films “Heroes” and “Malevolence” and is currently producing the soundtrack 
to his original screenplay.



Selected Crew

Manuel Del Valle (Producer): Manuel Del Valle is a Mexican film director and producer based in 
Los Angeles, California. His education includes ArtCenter College of Design, California College of the Arts, 
New York Film Academy, and HBO’s sponsored workshop Tomorrow’s Filmmakers Today. His narrative work 
is often described as bedtime stories crafted for adults where genre-blending takes center stage. His latest short 
films have been selected for HBO's New York Latino Film Festival, Urbanworld Film Festival and the Academy 
of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences hosted showcase titled Latinx & Hispanic Cinema- Generational Echoes.

Andres Paredes Arroyo (Director/Producer): Born in a small town in Quéretaro Mexico, he 
first dabbled with storytelling in theatre. He then transitioned  to audio-visual storytelling. Andres acquired a 
BFA in film directing and producing from “ArtCenter College of Design”   in the United States of America, as 
well as a one-year diploma in “Acting for Film and Television” from VFS in Canada. Experienced with both 
narrative and commercial content, he has worked for Mexican fashion brands  as well as produced music 
videos for emerging and established talent. His work strives to lift up the voices and stories of those who want 
to be heard as well as challenge the social preconceptions and philosophical biases.



Selected Crew

Edgar Cortes Campoy (Producer): Edgar Cortés Campoy is a Mexican writer director and 
producer based in Los Angeles, CA and CDMX. His work stands out for its humanistic approach which has 
granted him the opportunities to project his work in international film festivals. Those include HBO’s New 
York Latino Film Festival, the Urbanworld Film Festival, as well as well as Shorts Mexico, New York Film 
Awards, Florence Film Awards, and L.A. Music Video Awards.

Sebastian Torres Greene (Producer): Sebastián Torres Greene is an award-winning film 
director, writer and producer based in Los Angeles, CA. His main focus is narrative films; in which he has a 
passionate commitment in reaching the public with human, complex and meaningful stories that cause a real 
change in people's lives. He is currently attending Art Center College of Design. He is best known for Like An 
Old Rat (2020) and Nahjum (2020), which won Best Young Creative at HBO's Urbanworld Film Festival, Best 
Neomex Short Film in Shorts Mexico, Best International Short Film at Ícaro Film Festival, Honorable 
Mention at Hollyshorts and many more.



Directors Statement
Andres Paredes Arroyo (Director/Producer): The Act is a brief 
exploration of the desperate pursuit of self-ownership. It’s a simple premise 
aiming to touch on one of the most prominent human insecurities. The sense of 
ownership is highly influenced by identity and purpose. To one degree or 
another, all of the characters lack ownership. Robbie has the best sense of identity 
but is pushed around by Peter, a lot of Robbies lines go unsaid. Oliver (the 
performer) had complete lack of self ownership but has determined his faith, 
aiming to reclaim it in this final act. Self-mutilation can be a way of recovery, it’s 
an affirmation that you own your body. Peter is the most desperate case. He is 
unhappy where he is at, he overcompensates for his lack of control and is willing 
to push the boundaries in a desperate attempt to find purpose and identity. By 
the end, two of the characters find their resolution but one is left in the middle. 
As a sublayer, the film also discusses the relationship of art and audience and how 
they depend on each other. It also speaks to being a participant. When you see 
art, even if you are just an observer, you’ve become a part of it, whether you want 
it or not. This film tries to explore that in a simple and visual way.



Technical Specifications: 

Total Run Time: 8 Min. 52 Sec. 

Color: Color & B&W 

Language: English 

Sound: Stereo & 5.1 Surround  

Resolution: 1080p & 2k 

Aspect Ratio: 2.23 : 1

Contact: 

Andres Paredes Arroyo M. (Director / Producer) 
apamfilms@gmail.com 

Manuel Del Valle (Producer) 
makospictures@gmail.com 

Sebastian Torres Greene (Producer) 
sebastiantorresgreene@hotmail.com
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